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The UDUIT Colour Range is made from the product that sets the standard in the industry for the
latest colour choice as well as for performance and durability.
Uduit Essential Colours and Essential Woodgrains are made in New Zealand using Moisture
Resistant HMR board with an extremely durable melamine colour surfacing and PVC edging.
For the hardest wearing, and hardest working interior section of your house - you need something
that looks great and will last.
Note: 4 of the most popular Resene-matched colours are included in the Essentials range.

We recommend requesting free samples as colours shown either on screen or
in print are not true colour.

Snowdrift
Pearl

Arctic White
Embossed

Quarter Thorndon
Cream Embossed

New Half Spanish
White Embossed

Mist
Pearl

Friar Grey
Embossed

Half Pravda
Embossed

Frost Grey
Embossed

Velveteen
Pearl

Iron Ore
Pearl

Bullet
Pearl

Green Slate
Pearl

You can request samples simply
by emailing to sales@uduit.co.nz
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Essential Woodgrain Colour Range
We recommend requesting free samples as colours shown either on screen or
in print are not true colour.

Nordic Ash
Velvet

Charred Oak
Velvet

Premium Oak
Velvet

Dark Oak
Velvet

Hickory Walnut
Velvet

Baroque
Velvet

Blackened Elm
Naturale

Essential Woodgrain Specifications
When Choosing from the UDUIT Essential woodgrain collection, keep in
mind that these colours have a distinct grain pattern/direction
•

Drawer Fronts are manufactured with a horizontal
grain direction

•

Doors & Panels are manufactured with a vertical
grain direction
Note: Exception is if width on any panel is greater
than 1165mm, grain direction is turned horizontal
(eg: on a long breakfast bar panel)

•

You can request samples simply by emailing to sales@uduit.co.nz
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European inspired ultragloss laminate creates instant impact and drama. With unrivalled reflective
quality, and scratch resistant technology, ultragloss breathes light and life into kitchen spaces.
Dramatic, yet durable - an exceptional finish that is simply stunning

Please email us for your free samples as colours shown either on screen or in print are not true
GLOSS colours.

Black

Pure White

White Pearl Metallic

Off-White

Charcoal Metallic

Tungsten

Champagne Metallic

European inspired fashion from world class technology.
Incomparable gloss levels
Near seamless polished edge
Water resistant PUR surface and edge bonding technology
Specified in Europe in health and hygiene enviroements
Composite laminate technology harder than vinyl or paint
Superior stability under heat due to the cold bonding process
Superior UV resistance compared to other gloss products.

You can request samples simply by emailing to sales@uduit.co.nz
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ultratouch has the best matt finish on the market with a surface that is resistant to
finger prints.
A durable, heat resistant material that has superior UV resistance meaning it won’t
fade over time. The laminate is bonded using Moisture resistant PUR glue giving a
clean line that will last.

We recommend requesting free samples as colours shown either on screen or in print
are not true colours.

ultratouch
Black

ULTRA colour ranges

ultratouch
White

ultratouch
Tungsten

- Ultra Gloss and UltraTouch

The ultra range of products is produced by laminating a European made co-extruded laminate on to
moisture resistant low emission MDF to produce the world's best gloss and Matt finishes. Matched
1mm edging is bonded to the door with a high heat/moisture resistant PUR glue (PUR glue is not
soluble in water).
The ultratouch range of colours has a special lacquer layer which provides the soft touch and finger
print resistance. In simple terms finger prints are from a water based oil solution on peoples hands,
The lacquer prevents this from settling on the surface and it evaporates. Detergents and or other
types of oils will still need to be wiped away with warm water and a clean rag in the first instance.
• Door thickness varies slightly per colour from 17mm to 18mm. Allow 18mm + 1mm gap between
door and cabinet in your planning.
• ultra range laminate is laminated on the front face of doors and selected standard panels
(detailed in the description of each panel). For these doors/panels the back face is white
melamine.
• Standard Base End, Wall End, and Tall End Panels in the ultra COLOUR RANGE are laminated
with the ultra colour on both sides because both sides of the panel may be seen in a kitchen.
When ordering/quoting you can see these panels are denoted by "F2S" in the "Range/Design"
and "Colour" selections. [ F2S = Face 2 sides]
ultra range Doors/Panels are delivered with a protective plastic film to protect the doors from dust
and marking on site when installing. Leave the film on until your kitchen is installed then peel the film
- you will be amazed! Metallic colours have arrows on the plastic film, these arrows need to be
pointing in the same direction on all fronts and some panels. Breakfast bar panels and similar the
arrows will be horizontal.

You can request samples simply by emailing to sales@uduit.co.nz
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